School of Healthcare
Portfolio guidance for BA2, BA3, MA1 and MA2 Social Work students
Each Social Work programme requires its own style of portfolio of evidence for
placements – some are online, some are on paper, and they require different
amounts of evidence for each of the PCFs.
At the University of Leeds we require students to produce a paper portfolio
and to provide two pieces of evidence for each PCF Domain.
All the forms, templates and sheets that students need to complete the
portfolio can be found in the relevant Placement Handbook which is available
on the Social Work Placement website
https://practiceplacements.leeds.ac.uk/social-work/
The actual portfolio should be a ring binder file with dividers (students will
need 13 or 14 dividers) inserted to divide it into the relevant sections.
Students are also required to number all the pages in the portfolio.
Sample of Portfolio
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Numbering the pages in the portfolio
The easiest way to do this is to wait until you have finished building your entire
portfolio then number the pages starting with 1 until e.g. 100. This means that
your PCF evidence index will be the last thing you finalise since until you have
numbered the pages you do not know which page each piece of evidence will
be on.

Contents of portfolio
1. Student Portfolio Front Sheet
2. Confidentiality statement
3. Practice Learning Agreement (PLA)
4. PCF evidence index
5. Supervision notes
6. Practice Educator’s Mid-way/Interim report
7. Three Direct Observations
8. Practice Educator’s Final report
9. Feedback from Service Users and Carers
10. Additional Evidence
11. Grid of days attended
12. Practice Placement assignment
13. 5 Reflective Journals
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Portfolio Label
This should be printed and fixed onto the front cover of the ring binder file (not
placed inside the folder). The label can be found in the placement handbook.

Sample of portfolio label
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Portfolio Front Sheet
This should be placed inside the folder and be the first page that is seen when
the folder is opened or the first page behind the contents page. The student
portfolio front sheet can be found in the placement handbook.

Sample of Portfolio Front Sheet

Anonymising
The confidentiality statement has to be signed by whoever is mentioned in the
evidence in the portfolio e.g. PE, OSPE, PE2 Mentor, WPS etc. Students can
create additional spaces for colleagues to sign on the statement which then
allows for their name to be used in the portfolio. Students are not required to
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ask service users to sign this statement. We suggest students get the
confidentiality statement signed early on in the placement.
Students must anonymise any references to service user names and other
identifying information e.g. geographical location, actual ages, dates of birth,
ways of working only used in the placement and nowhere else, particular
agencies or projects that are specific to that particular placement or area etc.
If in doubt check with your Practice Educator or tutor. Students can use
correction fluid or a marker pen to anonymise, however must then photocopy
the document as it is often possible to scrape off the correction fluid or see
through the marker pen. Ideally if the evidence documents are electronic the
best way to anonymise these is to redact whatever you want to anonymise,
before printing the document.
Portfolios that contain a small number of confidential names etc. will be
returned to the student to amend. If there are large numbers of confidential
names etc., included in the portfolio then it will fail.

PCF evidence index
University of Leeds students are required to include two pieces of evidence for
each PCF i.e. 18 pieces of evidence in total. This is two for each PCF heading
not two for each sub section/bullet point of each PCF. Some of these pieces of
evidence may be from the same document/product in the portfolio e.g.
supervision notes, direct observations, feedback etc. However students
cannot use the exact same piece of evidence more than once. The evidence
index can be handwritten or typed.

Balance of the 18 pieces of evidence
Every placement is different and generates different types of evidence. We
are keen to see a range of evidence in the index and in particular evidence
written about the student by someone else. As a guide we suggest that
students use a mix of evidence in the index as follows:
4-5 pieces from supervision notes
4-5 pieces from direct observations
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2-3 pieces of service user and carer feedback
1-2 pieces of colleague/other professional feedback
1-2 pieces from the placement assignment
1-2 pieces from the mid-way/interim report
3-4 pieces from the five reflective journals
2-3 pieces of additional evidence

In the blank box next to the sub section/bullet point of each PCF, students
should indicate what evidence they are using and where this can be found e.g.
Supervision notes 23/05/18, page 24.

Sample of PCF Evidence index for PCF 7
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What constitutes a piece of evidence?
A paragraph or at least two or three sentences from any of the above sources
of evidence. One sentence on its own is not enough.
The paragraph or sentences being used as evidence must be highlighted or
marked to show the reader/marker which particular part of a document you
are using as evidence. Tutors do not expect to have to read through e.g. three
pages of a direct observation to find the evidence. It is the student’s
responsibility to highlight this for the tutor. Students can highlight, draw a box
around or draw a ‘curly’ bracket next to, the evidence. Students are also
expected to write next to the evidence which particular PCF it relates to. Doing
all this makes portfolios easy to navigate.

Sample of evidence from Supervision Notes

Supervision notes
These all need to be dated and signed by both the Practice Educator (or
Practice Supervisor/Workplace Supervisor where applicable) and the student.
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All of the student’s supervision notes should be included in their portfolio even
if they are not all used as evidence.
Where there is just a Practice Educator, for the first half of the placement we
require students to have weekly formal supervision with their Practice
Educator, however at the mid-way/interim meeting it may be negotiated that
for the remainder of the placement this would reduce to once every two
weeks.
If students have both a Practice Educator and a Practice Supervisor/Workplace
Supervisor then students would still have weekly supervision however this
would alternate between the Practice Educator and the Practice
Supervisor/Workplace Supervisor. Ideally the supervision students have with
their Practice Supervisor/Workplace Supervisor would also be formal however
we acknowledge that for some smaller organisations this may not be within
the culture of their work and the student may have more informal supervision.
Even when the student has informal supervision it is important that notes are
made of these meetings so they can be included in the portfolio.
For 70-day placements where there is a Practice Educator and a Practice
Supervisor/Workplace Supervisor, students should have a minimum of 7 sets
of supervision notes.
For a 70-day placement where there is only a Practice Educator, students
should have a minimum of 10 sets of supervision notes.
For the 100-day placement students should have a minimum of 14 sets of
supervision notes.

Direct observations
These must include comments from the student. There is a space for this at
the end of the Direct Observation form.

Additional evidence
All additional evidence must have a covering statement explaining what the
evidence is, how the student carried out the work, what they learned from it
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and how the student applied this learning in the placement or with a particular
piece of work.
Often students want to include a certificate of attendance at a training course
as additional evidence, however this alone would NOT count as evidence. If
students decide to use such a certificate they must write a covering statement
of at least a paragraph explaining the details of the training course, what they
learned from it and how they have applied this learning in their work.
Additional evidence could include risk assessments, assessments, care plans,
court reports, direct work with service users, feedback from colleagues/other
professionals, worksheets used with service users, session plans, evaluations,
letters, emails and other work products.
Even if additional evidence seems self-explanatory students must still include a
covering statement.
Students must not include any items from elsewhere in their portfolio as
additional evidence e.g. reflective journals.

Sample of covering statement for additional evidence
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Grid of days attended
Students need to sign next to each individual date on the grid and the Practice
Educator or Practice Supervisor/Workplace Supervisor (where applicable)
needs to sign at the foot of the grid. It is preferable that all these signatures
are original and not electronic.

Reflective journals
Usually students want to select their five ‘best’ journals for their portfolio
however tutors prefer to see a range e.g. one from the beginning, middle and
end of placement and two others. This gives tutors a measure of the student’s
development in their reflective practice and journals.

Portfolio marking and any follow up
Students’ portfolios are marked where possible by their individual tutors and
then go through the Practice Assessment Panel (PAP). This is required before
students’ marks go through the Module Assessment Board (MAB) and the
School Progressions and Awards Board (SPAB). We appreciate that students
want to organise holidays and work after the end of their academic year
however we suggest that students do not book anything for immediately after
the hand in date of portfolios, just in case they are required to do any
additional work on their portfolios. There are always some students every year
from each cohort who need to do more work on their portfolios.

This guidance has been agreed by the Social Work team in February 2019 and will be
reviewed in February 2020.
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